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By Kit Tunstall, Lani Aames

Ellora s Cave, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Desperate HeartsBy Lani Aames Talley Robinson has returned to her hometown in Tennessee in the
hopes of rekindling the flame that once burned for her childhood sweetheart Mitch. For years she
has missed him, so she wants to give the relationship they d once shared another try. But Talley
soon finds herself forced into a dilemma: she must choose between the young man she d loved as a
girl and the older man she can t seem to walk away from. Review quotes for Desperate Hearts by
Lani Aames 4 STARS . . .wonderful insight into human nature and love. Faith V. Smith, Romantic
Times BookClub Not an everyday romantic storyline.memorable. Sally G. Laturi VanDenburg, Ivy
Quill Reviews A beautifully written tale.Not to be missed! Sharyn McGinty, In The Library Reviews
Playing His GameBy Kit Tunstall Mya s loyalty to her fianc knows no bounds. Bobby s acting career
has finally taken off, and the couple seems on top of the world. Then Roarke, the man who controls
Bobby s future, turns his eyes on Mya, and she is unwillingly drawn into his game of...
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ReviewsReviews

Very good e-book and valuable one. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Wa lton Ha a g-- Wa lton Ha a g

Complete guideline for pdf lovers. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your ebook. I am easily could get a pleasure of studying a created
publication.
-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD
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